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On-line commissioning of the new SLOWRI/ZD-MRTOF system
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The new combined gas cell and MRTOF spectrograph
developed for high-precision atomic mass measurements
at BigRIPS has been finalized and transported to the
F11 position behind the ZeroDegree spectrometer of
RIBF. The combination of the new cryogenic gas cell1)
with the MRTOF system was initially tested in October
2020, where stable 39K+ ions were extracted from the
gas cell and detected at the system’s downstream TOF
detector. The system was ready to operate on-line just
before the start of the 2020 HiCARI campaign, which en-
abled the first on-line commissioning of the new setup.
The commissioning run took place in parasitic on-line
operation during the HiCARI experiments (see HiCARI
APR publications in this volume). After passing the Hi-
CARI target and detectors, the reaction products were
transported through the ZeroDegree spectrometer and
stopped in the new cryogenic gas cell. Energy degraders
were used to reduce the beam energy to match the He
gas cell’s stopping power. The stopped reaction prod-
ucts were extracted mostly as singly-charged ions and
transported to the MRTOF setup2) where their masses
were determined with high precision and accuracy. The
2020 HiCARI campaign lasted throughout the month of
November with five separate experiments, and another
two experiments took place in December. During our
commissioning, mass measurements covering four differ-
ent regions in the nuclide chart have been carried out
(see Fig. 1). Total system efficiencies, determined by
comparing the incoming rate from F11 at the PID sys-
tem with the detected rate after MRTOF, varied accord-
ing to the presence of contaminants in the helium gas.
While some of the radioactive species were dispersed
across molecular sidebands (e.g. 55ScOH+), very rea-
sonable ion transport could be reached for many other
species, e.g. 85As+ with 0.16% and 137Te+ with 1.3% to-
tal efficiency. In sum, the commissioning campaign was
highly successful with more than 70 atomic masses mea-
sured during the HiCARI campaign. Notable results
have been achieved in four different regions. Around
neutron-rich Ti and V isotopes, our results include iso-
topes from Ca to Fe with 55Sc, 58Ti, and 59V being
the most exotic, which improve nuclear masses very re-
cently measured using the TOF-Bρ method at NSCL3)
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Fig. 1. Nuclear mass measurements during the HiCARI cam-
paign and the results by the ZD-MRTOF system. Back-
round color code illustrates the measured precision from
AME2016 (see Nucleus-win for reference).

and RIBF4) denoting the front line of nuclear mass stud-
ies in this region. In the neutron-rich region above Ni,
nuclides have been studied reaching from Ga to Kr with
84Ga, 86Ge, 89As, and 91Se as most exotic isotopes. In
this group the isotopes 88, 89As have been measured for
the first time while three other isotopes provide a signifi-
cant improvement of the previously performed measure-
ments. Another region addressed with success is from
Mo to Rh isotopes including the first mass measurement
of 112Mo. In the fourth region addressed, i.e. near 132Sn,
we have demonstrated the isomeric mass separtion of
134g,mSb (W. Xian, APR same volume). In total, three
isotope masses have been measured for the first time
and eleven other isotope masses improve the present un-
certainty significantly. By performing this first on-line
commissioning of a gas stopper connected to BigRIPS
in a parasitic mode, we were able to efficiently identify
and resolve issues that could not be studied offline. This
will allow for a very rapid improvement in performance
going forward. In March 2021, the next commissioning
run takes place, wherein the neutron-rich Ni region will
be addressed by HiCARI group. Furthermore, two dif-
ferent beam times with the ZD-MRTOF system as main
experiment have been approved for 2021.
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Mapping of a new deformation region around 62Ti†
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The mass of atomic nuclei is a fundamental quantity
as it reflects the sum of all interactions within the nu-
cleus, which is a quantum many-body system comprised
of two kinds of fermions, protons and neutrons. Changes
in the shell structures of nuclei far from stability can be
directly probed by mass measurements.

In the neutron-rich Cr and Ti region, the shell evo-
lution around the ls-closed neutron number of 40 has
attracted considerable attention in recent years. The
onset of island of inversion (IoI), which was discovered
around 32Mg1) for the first time, was theoretically pre-
dicted along the N = 40 isotones.2) The IoI is well char-
acterized by the emergence of the Jahn-Teller (JT) stabi-
lization,3,4) which is promoted by configuration mixing
on the Fermi surface. The goal of the present exper-
iment was to confirm the presence or absence of this
effect through the first mass measurements of neutron-
rich Ti isotopes around N = 40.

The experiment was performed at the RI Beam Fac-
tory (RIBF) at RIKEN, which is operated by RIKEN
Nishina Center and Center for Nuclear Study, Univer-
sity of Tokyo. The masses were measured directly by us-
ing the TOF-Bρ technique. Neutron-rich isotopes were
produced by fragmentation of a 70Zn primary beam at
345 MeV/nucleon in a 9Be target. The fragments were
separated by the BigRIPS separator,5) and transported
in the High-Resolution Beamline to the SHARAQ spec-
trometer.6)

Figure 1 shows the present results of the two-
neutron separation energy (S2n) of Sc, Ti, and V iso-
topes, together with theoretical S2n systematics ob-
tained from the macroscopic-microscopic Weizsäcker-
Skyrme-type formula with treatments of two radial basis
functions corrections (LZU).9) This model largely repro-
duces the S2n trends including the present results. How-
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Fig. 1. Two-neutron separation energies (S2n) of Sc, Ti, and
V isotopes around N = 40. Closed symbols indicate val-
ues determined from the present experimental masses,
and open symbols are literature values.7,8). Solid lines
connect isotopes, and dashed lines show theoretical pre-
dictions by the LZU model.9)

ever, it is obvious that the model underestimates the S2n

values in 61, 62Ti isotopes. The results, therefore, con-
firm that 62Ti becomes very stable.

Since the behavior of the mass surface is similar to
that in the N = 20 IoI, it is reasonably demonstrated
that the JT stabilization arises in the vicinity of 62Ti.
The theory4) suggests that this enhancement of the JT
stabilization around 62Ti is caused by configuration mix-
ing among neutron fpgd orbitals enhanced by the degen-
eracy of the neutron orbitals.
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